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Abstract: In epidemiology, measures for prophilaxis of infectious diseases are taken often using mathematical
methods and statistical tools to evaluate possible future scenarios of the evolution of transmissible diseases. Here
we present two models for TB transitions among different stages of the disease. We analyze them assuming to have
a large basin of susceptible individuals available. The models account for immigration and demographic effects. A
flow of infected members into the population is assumed. Part of it is made by a specified fraction is drug-sensitive
latent individuals, while the other part consists of drug-resistant latent individuals. Our aim is the description
and analysis of all the possible ways the infected individuals move. In particular, from the classes of latent to
infectious, and possibly back upon successful treatment, or toward acute stages of the disease for drug resistant
cases due to improper, incomplete or ineffective healing measures. Some conditions for the eradication of the
disease are extracted from analytical considerations and simulation results and might be useful for epidemiological
implementations.
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1 Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is a bacterial disease that is caused
by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB). Although
many people believe that TB is a scourge of the past,
the disease is one of the most prevalent infections
among humans and contributes considerably to illness
and death around the world [29]. It is estimated that
approximately one-third of the global population is in-
fected with MTB and that seven to eight million new
cases of tuberculosis occur each year [2, 3, 25]. An-
nual tuberculosis mortality is between two and three
million people, making this disease the most common
infectious cause of death in the world. According
to the World Health Organization, more people died
from TB in 1995 than in any other year in history. It
has been estimated that, at current rates, up to one-half
of a billion people will suffer from TB in the next 50
years.

Humans are the natural host for this pathogen,
which is transmitted by respiratory route. Unlike most
other infectious diseases, the course of MTB infec-
tion is unusual for bacterial pathogens, because it in-
volves a delay between infection and disease that is
extremely variable, ranging from a few weeks to a
lifetime. Thus, TB is ”typically” described as a slow�
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disease. Following primary infection, only a small
proportion of individuals develops the TB disease,
most people remain in the latent stage of the disease.
The infection can thus show no clinical symptoms for
the lifetime of the host. Infected individuals develop
active TB as a consequence of endogenous reactiva-
tion of latent bacilli or exogenous reinfection. How-
ever, the factors related to the disease progression are
not still well described and a development of active
TB raises the question whether that represents a reac-
tivation of the initial infection (endogenous reactiva-
tion) or a new infection with MTB (exogenous reinfec-
tion, sometimes called super-infection or reinfection)
[21, 27]. The relative importance of these two path-
ways to the development of active disease has signifi-
cant implications for treatment and control strategies,
most notably in deciding whether latently infected and
treated individuals are at risk of reinfection [12].

The World Health Organization currently recom-
mends, for all new cases of TB, standardized short-
course chemotherapy based on a regimen of four first-
line drugs taken for 6-8 months [18]. It is the main-
stay of tuberculosis control worldwide. However, de-
spite rapid progress in drug development, microbial
infections in general are becoming increasingly dif-
ficult to treat as a result of the emergence of drug-
resistant strains. Resistance to TB drug has been
reported since the early days of the introduction of
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chemotherapy. In spite of its global magnitude, the
problem has not yet been adequately addressed. In
the past decade it was revealed that some MTB strains
are able to disseminate more quickly than others and,
also, that multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB)
may be one of the most important threats to TB control
programs. The World Health Organization estimates
that up to 50 million persons worldwide may be in-
fected with drug-resistant strains of TB. Drug-resistant
tuberculosis is produced by the selection of resistant
strains in patients who fail to complete chemotherapy
with the correct combination of drugs.

MDR-TB is a form of TB that is resistant to at
least two drugs used for the treatment of TB, iso-
niazid and rifampicin. It is originally developed
when a case of drug-susceptible TB is improperly
or incompletely treated. Drug-resistant tuberculo-
sis occurs when drug-resistant bacilli outgrow drug-
susceptible bacilli. The drug-resistant organisms are
produced by random mutations in the bacterial chro-
mosomes. These mutations occur spontaneously in
wild-type pansensitive strains even before the strains
come in contact with an antituberculosis drug [8].
Studies have found that drug-resistance rates increase
with a prolongued duration of the previous treatments
[7]. Although persons previously treated for drug-
sensitive tuberculosis can be reinfected with drug-
resistant strains, as shown in [6, 11, 17, 24], in most
instances drug resistance develops because of inade-
quate or erratic therapy. In the real world, the treat-
ment of patients with active-TB requires a multiple
drug regimen; treatment is highly effective (with a
95% cure rate) if the patient harbors drug-sensitive or-
ganisms and is compliant with the treatment regimen
[4].

Our goal is to look at some of these features for
TB pathogenesis. We propose a mathematical model
to assess the transmission dynamics of both drug-
sensitive and drug-resistant TB considering slow TB,
i.e., cases that result from endogenous reactivation of
drug-sensitive and drug-resistant latent infections.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next
Section we present the model formulation, in Section
3 we analyze the basic model, its equilibria and their
stability. Section 4 contains another version of the ba-
sic model, with newly infected recruited via a differ-
ent mechanism. Conditions on the system parameters
ensuring the endemicity of the disease are identified.
Also, a conjecture involving the determinant of the Ja-
cobian of the model matrix ensuring disease eradica-
tion is highlighted. Some numerical simulations and a
final discussion of the results conclude the paper.

2 Model Formulation

In contrast to other models of similar nature, for other
types of diseases [4, 5, 19, 20, 23, 26], our mathe-
matical model monitors the temporal dynamics of la-
tent individuals (infected but unable to infect others)
and infectious individuals (active-TB infectious, i.e.,
infectious subjects which are also able to infect oth-
ers). The reason for considering these simplified mod-
els is to ignore the infection mechanism and concen-
trate only on the transition mechanisms among classes
of infected individuals. In order to accomplish this
task, we assume that new infected individuals are in-
troduced by exogenous terms into our system. Com-
mon to our whole discussion is the implicit assump-
tion of an infinite pool of susceptibles, which are not
explicitly modelled and thus do not appear in the re-
cruitment terms for new latent individuals. This im-
plicitly linearizes the equations in the system, since
the relevant mechanism we model consists then in the
transitions to and from different compartments of in-
fection or disease. Under our assumptions, the infec-
tion cannot be eliminated from the population because
of the constant inflow of newly infected individuals; in
order to eradicate the disease it would be necessary to
isolate the fraction of incoming latent individuals.

In particular, we will thus make two distinct as-
sumptions. Firstly, that the newly infected, named la-
tent individuals, are recruited via constant immigra-
tion rates (1). Secondly, that they are generated via
rates that are proportional to the number of people
that are already actively infected by the disease and
can therefore spread it, i.e., the infectious individuals
(10).

Since the model assesses the drug-resistant and
drug-sensitive tuberculosis cases, two subclasses of
latent and infectious individuals are required to build
it. Hence, the total diseased population (

�
), is divided

into four classes, namely, ��� , the drug-sensitive la-
tent individuals; ��� , the drug-resistant latent individ-
uals; 	�
�� , the drug-sensitive infectious TB individ-
uals, and 	�
 � , the drug-resistant infectious TB indi-
viduals. Here, both active-TB and case-TB mean ac-
tive TB infectious case, and the subscripts ’  ’ and ’ � ’
stand for drug-sensitive and drug-resistant types.

The dynamic of drug-resistant TB is due to two
independent but interacting processes: (i) endoge-
nous reactivation of latent drug-resistant and, (ii) con-
version of sensitive cases (wild-type pansensitive) to
drug-resistant cases during the treatment (acquired re-
sistance).

The progression rates from latent TB to active-
TB are assumed to be proportional to the latent-TB
cases, i.e., they are given by ��� � and ��� � , such that
TB cases ( 	�
�� or 	�
�� ) arising as a result of en-
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dogenous reactivation (slow progression) of the pri-
mary complex with the sensitive or resistant strain.
Thus, we define � , ��������� , as the proportion
of drug-resistant latent TB individuals who develop
drug-sensitive TB. Consequently �������! is the pro-
portion of drug-resistant latent TB individuals who de-
velop drug-resistant TB.

Although we assume that all the drug-sensitive
TB individuals ( 	�
"� ) are treated with a multiple
drug regimen (isoniazid and rifampin), the treatment
has opposing effects at the population-level: treat-
ment cures drug-sensitive cases, but an acquired drug-
resistance quickly emerges among patients who re-
ceive ineffective or inappropiate treatment regimes or
which are noncompliant with a multiple drug treat-
ment regimen.

In the model effective treatment of drug-sensitive
TB individuals �#	�
��� occurs at a rate $ , where $&%('
is the average period of treatment. Acquired drug re-
sistance can arise directly, for whatever reason (with
probability )* , during the treatment of a drug-sensitive
case. Consequently, ) represents the probability that
treatment failure occurs due to the development of
drug resistance, �+�,)-�.� . Thus, the model includes
the possibility that the treatment of a drug-sensitive
case can result in one of three outcomes;

(a) treatment can cure the patients (cases are re-
moved from the 	�
�� classes at a rate equal to���/�0)* 1$ , and enter the �2� classes),

(b) treatment failure can occur, and the patient ac-
quires drug-resistant TB (cases are removed from
the 	�
�� classes at a rate equal to )3$ , and enter
the 	�
�� classes), or

(c) treatment failure can occur, yet the patient re-
mains infected with drug-sensitive TB (treated
cases remain in the 	�
 � classes).

Therefore, if )546� drug-sensitive cases are treated
with effectiveness; if )+47� , the therapeutic methods
of treatment are inefficient; and for �98:);8<� drug-
sensitive cases are only partially effectively treated.

It is also assumed that drug-resistant TB cases�#	�
��= can be treated at rate > , where > %(' is the
average period of treatment, but treatment efficacy
is reduced. The relative treatment efficacy of drug-
resistant cases (in comparasion with treatment of
drug-sensitive cases) is specified by the parameter?

(
? � for drug-sensitive, and

? � for drug-resistant
cases). Thus, the model includes the possibility that
treatment of a drug-resistant case can result in one of
three outcomes:

(a) treatment can cure the patient, and a few cases

can be removed from the 	�
"� classes at a rate
equal to > ? � , and enter the ��� classes,

(b) treatment can cure the patient, and cases are re-
moved from the 	�
"� classes at a rate equal to> ? � , and enter the � � classes, or

(c) treatment failure occurs (treated cases remain in
the 	�
�� classes).

Therefore, drug-resistant TB cases are untreatable
(and/or untreated) if

? � 4 ? � 4@� ; drug-resistant
cases are treated, with equal effectiveness if

? �A4? �A4B� ; and drug-resistant cases are only partially
effectively treated if �C8 ? �D8E� and �C8 ? ��8E� .

The model incorporates recruitment ( F ) and nat-
ural death ( G ), as well as disease-related death ( H ), so
that the total population size may vary in time. We
define I , as the proportion �D�JIK��� of latent drug-
resistant individuals who enter into the �/� class and���L�MIN as the proportion of latent drug-sensitive indi-
viduals who enter into ��� class.

Based on the above assumptions and definitions
we present next the analysis of the models.

3 Constant Immigration Model

First of all the transfer diagram of the basic model
with constant immigration is shown in Figure 1.
This model is governed by the following non-

Figure 1: Model with constant immigration: transfer
diagram
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homogeneous linear system of differential equations:OPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPQ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPR

SUTWVSYX 4 ���Z�[IN WF-\]���Z�0)* 1$3	�
��\^> ? � 	�
 � �,�_G`\a�b c� �SYdfe VSYX 4 ���g�"\9�!���g�h�,�iG`\aHD\K$j k	�
��SUTWlSYX 4 IfF-\a> ? �N	�
��9�,�iG`\,�b c�2�SYdfeblSmX 4 ���Z�M�( Y���2�`\5)3$3	�
��n�,o G`\aH\^>C� ? �+\ ? �� 1pq	�
��sr
(1)

where
� 4t� � \u� � \.	v
 � \u	�
 � is the total

population and the dynamics of the whole population
is expressed bySxwSYX 4 FD�yG � ��Hz�#	v
^�{\�	�
��| f} (2)

Thus the total population is constant only if

F9�[G � �~HJ�#	�
��"\K	�
��| s4J�c}
When there is no initial infection in the population,	�
 �-� 	v
 ��� � , equation (2) becomesSUwSYX 4 FD�yG � } (3)

This equation has a single stable equilibrium
� � 4<�� ,

for any initial value of
�

. Thus, in absence of the
disease the total population will stabilize at the value� �

from any initial conditions and all individuals will
be latent. In fact, by setting H54:� , then equation (3)
implies

� �i�m �� �� , when ��� � . So, when Hz4��
and F94JG � , we haveSxwSYX 4 �cr
and the total population is a constant. However, if the
disease has been previously established in a popula-
tion the total population is given bySxwSYX 4 FD�yG � �~H���	�
 � \�	�
 �  2�,F;�yG � }
This equation has a single equilibrium

� � 4 � �5��� �#	�
 �� \J	v
 ��  , for any initial value of
�

. Thus,
once

� �i�m is less than �� , it remains so for all future
times, and when

� �i�Y is greater than �� ,
� �i�Y declines

until eventually
� �i�m ����� for all sufficiently large � .

In the next section, the analysis of the model (1) is
performed. We identify the steady state of the system
(1) to analyse the dependence on the model parame-
ters of the equilibrium and its stability.

3.1 Endemic equilibrium

To find the equilibrium point, let us set the derivatives
of (1) to zero. This results in a unique non-trivial
steady state � � 4���� �� r�	v
 �� rm� �� r�	�
 ��  with com-
ponents given by

OPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPQ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPR

� �� 4 � ��3�!� \u��� l���!� 	�
 �� r
	�
 �� 4 � ��� 'Y%j��� � ����3�!� ����� \ dfe �l���3�!� ���1��� r
� �� 4 dfe �l�����!� ����� ���� � �W  ���3� � � �m� � 'Y%j��� � ���1��¡���3�!� ����� r
	�
 �� 4 � �¢9£ �iG+\¤�f �)¥$\�I (1-p)[ $ (1-q) G\n�iG`\¤�f ¦�iG+\aH= kp_§*r

(4)

where

� 4 ? ��>s�iG`\¤�b ¨\5> ? �2�iG`\h�!�f \n�iG`\aH= ¦�iG+\¤�f xr
� 4 > ? � £ G©�iGM\aH+\5$* \"���ªo G`\¤H+\K$Z�Y���~)� �p_§\C�iG`\aHD\K$j ¦�iG`\¤�b ¦o GM\aH+\ ? �&>¨ kp«r¬ 4 > ? �N�iG`\,�b ¦o G©�iG+\¤HM\�$j N\,�¨�iG`\aH= kp\^> ? � £ G($�o G`\¤���\¤�|���Z�M�! �)¥p\n�iG`\¤�f ¦�iG`\aH= ¦�iG+\¤���! U§\n�iG`\aH= ¦�iG+\¤�f ¦o®�iG+\aHM\K$j ¦�iG+\K$j \��|�����0)* 1$¥pª¯¤�c}
Clearly � �� ¯°� , 	�
 �� ¯°� . Note that the van-

ishing of 	�
 �� implies the infeasibility of � � , since	�
 �� 8<� and � �� 8�� . For feasibility we must im-
pose also 	v
 �� ¯±� , and � �� ¯�� . These give the
lower bound	�
 �� ¯ ²C³3´ £ 'µ o¶�{�Y���M�! jI!Ffp«r'· o IfF¨�{o��iG`\aHM\K$j ¦���/�D�! (\h�b)3$3p®p_§¸ '· o IfF¨�{o��iG`\aHM\K$j ¦���/�D�! (\h�b)3$3p®p
3.2 Dynamical trajectories

We will now perform the stability analysis for the
nonhomogeneous linear system (1). Letting ¹B4�Y������I( �F=rm�cr�I!F=rm�j d , in matrix form it can be rewrit-
ten as º» � SY¼SmX 4 ½ » \K¹=r (5)
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where » �i�Y +¾]��¿ , and ¹À¾]�^¿ is a constant vector,
while ½ is a Á`ÂDÁ constant matrix. In order to make
a real phenomena compatible to its mathematical de-
scription we will study the behavior of trajectories in
the neighborhood of the trivial solution of the system
(1). Generally, the stability of some solutions of the
system

º
» 4 ¬ » \a¹ is reconducted to the stability of

a trivial solution, i.e., investigating the nature of the
origin. This point is asymptotically stable when all
roots ��Ã of the characteristic equation are negative (if
real) or have negative real parts (if complex).

The matrix ½ is given by

½Ä4
ÅÆÆÆ
Ç
½ 'Y' ���/�0)* 1$ � > ? �� ½~ÈYÈ �^� �� � ½~ÉYÉ > ? �� )3$ ���Z�M�( &� ½ ¿Y¿

ÊÌËËË
Í r (6)

with

½ 'Y' 4 �~��G`\a�f fr½ ÈYÈ 4 �"�iG`\aHD\K$j � � ¬ r½ ÉYÉ 4 �~��G`\a�f fr½ ¿Y¿ 4 �~o G`\aHD\5>C� ? �+\ ? �� kp � �/Î9}
We can compute the characteristic equation by

expanding Ï&ÐqÑ��_½ �aÒ&Óc "4�� along the first column
and then explicitly evaluating the third order determi-
nants appearing in this expansion. Upon suitable col-
lection of terms as indicated below, we are led to the
following equation

�|É*��ÔÕ @4 � ' ��ÔÕ (\aÖK��ÔÕ (7)

where

�|É*��ÔW t4 o®�iG`\¤�f =�0Ô�pjo��iG`\¤HM\5$* (\aÔ�pÂ £ o G`\aHD\5>C� ? �M\ ? �� kp&\5Ôc§Lr
ÖK��ÔW 4 � ��×U� 'Y%��Y�®� �¥� l � 'Y%j���  �����!� �«%�Ø�¡ r
� ' ��ÔW t4 ÙÛÚs\aÙ ' Ô&r

(8)

with

Ù Ú 4 �¨o $�>()&��� ? � \ ? �  (\5> ? � ���Z�D�! �½~ÈYÈ\v$����Z�0)* �½ ¿Y¿ p¨¯,�cr
Ù ' 4 ��> ? �g���Z�D�! (\K$j�¨���/�0)* �¯¤�c}
Notice that the cubic polynomial has always two

negative roots, Ô ' 4Ü��½ ÈYÈ and Ô È 4Ý�/½ ¿Y¿ and a
positive one Ô�ÉM4ÞG�\ß� . The value at the origin is�ªÉ*���j Z4A�iGD\��f �½ ÈYÈ ½ ¿Y¿ ¯E� . Furthermore it tends
to �v� as �M� \�� . We must intersect it with the
function given by the right hand side of (7), which

is the sum of the straight line � ' with positive slope
and the hyperbola Ö5��ÔÕ . The latter has the vertical
asymptote located at Ô-4ÀÔ ' , it is positive for Ô9¯EÔ '
and tends to zero as Ô"�t\�� . Thus as Ô{�t\�� , the
function Ö�\5� ' is asymptotic to the straight line � ' .
However, Ö5���j ©\]� ' ���j has no definite sign. Inter-
secting Ö�\5� ' with �ªÉ , there are four possible cases
that can arise, depending on the signs of the two func-
tions at Ô;4à� . Given that one function has a zero atÔy4AÔ ' and the other one in the same location has a
vertical asymptote, withá�â ²Ømã�Ømäå Ö5��ÔÕ L4:���zr
we can conclude that the two functions interlace, giv-
ing an intersection for a positive value of Ô if

Ö5���j N\5� ' ���j æ¯ �ªÉ*���j x} (9)

In such case then the interior equilibrium is unstable,
since we would have a positive eigenvalue.

To further assess the system’s equilibrium behav-
ior in this 11-dimensional parameter space is rather
difficult. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to de-
termine whether the equilibrium can at all be destabi-
lized.

In Figure 2 we show the simulations for a combi-
nation of realistic parameter values, given by I;4J�c}Ìç ,Fy4E�c}¶�&�éè*ê , )�4ß�c}¶�*ë , $n4ì��}¶� , >[4ß�c}Ìë , ? �04.�c}Ìí�ë ,? �À4Ý�c}¶�*ç�ë , GA4Ü�c}¶�&�éè*ê , �ì4t�c}¶�*ç�ë , ��4t�c}¶�*ë ,H~4ß�c}¶���&� . The solutions drop very fast, but a longer
integration interval coupled with a semilogarithmic
scale shows that as claimed above the disease remains
endemic, since the trajectories approach the interior
coexistence equilibrium at the values �Z��4î}�ê�ë�ï�ç ,	�
��.4ð}¶�&�éï�ñ , �2�°4ð}¶�&�éñ�í�í , 	�
���4�}¶�*ç*ê3� , see
Figures 3 and 4.

4 Model with Linear Immigration

We consider now a modification of the previous sys-
tem (1). The rationale for this modification is again
to bypass the infection process of the more compli-
cated models and concentrate only on the transmis-
sion mechanisms among infected individuals. The
previous model (1) has a constant immigration rate.
Here, again ignoring the infection mechanism by con-
tact among susceptibles and infectious individuals, we
state that the newly infected individuals are generated
proportionally to the sizes of the infectious ones (TB
disease individuals), of their respective types. This
assumption may be more realistic for mimicking the
spreading of the disease via interactions among sus-
ceptibles and infectious individuals. In fact in com-
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Figure 2: Model with constant immigration: solutions
approach very fast the steady state solution
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Figure 3: Model with constant immigration: semilog-
arithmic plot of interior coexistence equilibrium
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Figure 4: Model with constant immigration: blown up
plot of interior coexistence equilibrium

mon mathematical epidemiology, the models are as-
sumed to recruit new infected by either the mass ac-
tion law, ie. via a bilinear term involving the sizes
of each subpopulation of infected and susceptibles,
leading to the so-called homogeneous mixing models,
or via the standard incidence, i.e. the above bilinear
product divided by the total population size. The lat-
ter is more apt to describe the disease spread by a few
infectives in a large population, and leads to the pro-
portionate mixing models. The bilinear product terms
in both situations arise by counting the contacts that
an infected can have with susceptibles, which lead to
new cases of the disease, originated by the chosen in-
fected individual. Multiplying the latter by the total
number of contagious people, one obtains the rate at
which the disease spreads, i.e. the rate at which new
infected arise by contact among the two subpopula-
tions. For a fairly recent review paper on these topics,
and much more information on other more advanced
models, the reader is referred to [14].

On the basis of the above considerations, in Fig-
ure 5 we represent the transfer diagram of the model
with linear immigration. It is similar to the one of Fig-
ure 1, but for the immigration rates on the left.

If we consider thus the model with new infectives
given by terms proportional to the size of infected, re-
spectively 	�
 � and 	�
 � , namely with immigration
rates given by ò"�Õ	�
�� and ò��!	�
�� , we obtain the
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Figure 5: Model with linear immigration: transfer di-
agram

following linear systemOPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPQ PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPR

SmTWVSmX 4 ò��Õ	v
^�{\]���Z�0)* 1$3	�
��\^> ? �W	�
��;���iG`\¤�b &�g�S�dfefVSYX 4 ���g��\h�(���2�9�,�iG`\¤HM\5$* k	v
^�SmTWlSYX 4 ò � 	�
 � \a> ? � 	�
 � �,��G`\,�b W� �S�dfeflSYX 4 ���Z�+�( Y���2�+\5)3$3	�
��n�,o G`\¤H\^>C� ? �+\ ? �� 1pq	v
^�s}
(10)

In contrast to (5), this system can thus be rewritten in
matrix notation as SY¼SYX 4 ó½ » r (11)

where ó½ coincides with ½ except for the following
two entries

ó½ ' È 4 ½ ' È \¤ò��-4À���/�0)* 1$Z\,ò��fr
ó½�É ¿ 4 ½�É ¿ \¤ò��[4J> ? �M\¤ò��s}

Substituting al the possible combinations of vanish-
ing and nonvanishing components, it is easily checked
that all boundary solutions of (10), i.e. those equilib-
ria with at least one zero component, are either im-
possible or infeasible, except for the origin. Since in
seeking nontrivial equilibria of (10) we are led to the
homogeneous system ó½ » 4:ô with nonsingular ma-
trix, then only the trivial solution is found. Thus (10)
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Figure 6: Model with linear immigration: trajectories
decaying toward the origin when stable

does not allow interior coexistence solutions. Its only
possible equilibrium point is thus given by the origin.
However, this means that all the solutions of the sys-
tem modeled via (10) vanish if such equilibrium is sta-
ble, and that depends on the eigenvalues of ó½ .

Thus the origin õ being a stable equilibrium
means that the infection disappears, an important re-
sult. The conditions under which this happens guaran-
tee then the disease eradication. This is apparent also
from the simulation results, compare Figure 6. The
latter is obtained for the following parameter values:G~4.�c}¶�&�éè*ê , �;4u�c}¶�*ç�ë , $n4à� , >04ß�c}Ìë , H54.�c}¶���&� ,ID4]�c}Ìç , )�4J�c}¶�*ë , ? �+4J�c}¶�*ç�ë , �M4J�c}¶�*ë , ? �y4J�c}Ìí�ë ,ö ��4]�c}¶�*ñ , ö �-4J�c}¶��Á .

The characteristic equation of (10) is a quartic

¿÷Ã�ø Úfù Ã Ò Ã 4J�cr
where ù Ú 4<Ï&ÐqÑ!ú©�«õ" �4àÏ&ÐqÑ ó½ . On the other hand,
by computing the determinant of the Jacobian, we find

ù ÚÄ4 o G©�iG`\aHD\K$j (\¤�¨�iGM\aH+\a)¥$j kpÂ/o®�iG`\¤�f ¦�iG+\aH= N\5> ? �2�iG`\h�!�f Y\�iG`\¤�b �> ? � p¨Â £ �/�0� �� § £ �/�0� �� §�"�iG`\¤�f �)¥$j��>s� ? �D\ ? �� xr
where � �� 4 û lû(ül r
with ò�ý� 4 '��� 'Y%j��� o®�iGM\¤�b ¦�iG`\¤Hª \^> ? �g�iG+\��!�b (\E�iG`\¤�b �> ? �(r
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Figure 7: Model with linear immigration: trajectories
growing unbounded when origin is unstable

and � �� 4 û Vû(üV r
with

ò ý� 4 '� o G©�iG+\aHM\K$j N\¤�|�iG`\aHD\5)3$j kp«r
Thus a sufficient condition for instability amounts

to ù Úy8Þ� . However, notice that if ò"�,4þò��:4ÿ�
then ù ÚK¯±� . We conjecture then that in such case
since no new infected join the system, the disease dies
away, since mortality will exhaust the compartments�g� , 	�
�� , �2� , 	�
�� . In such case then the origin,
corresponding to disease disappearance, will become
a stable equilibrium. On the other hand, if the origin is
unstable, since no other equilibrium exists, the numer-
ical simulations show that in this situation the system
trajectories grow unbounded, see Figure 7, meaning
that the disease spreads. The parameter values for the
latter are the same as for Figure 6, but for the higher
recruitment rates, namely

ö ��4J�c}Ìñ , ö �-4J�c} Á .
Note that in these simulations, the two curves

corresponding to the drug-resistant cases, solid lines,
grow more rapidly than the other ones. This indicates
a tendence for which in the future more and more
cases fo the disease that are not treatable with cur-
rent means are to be expected. Although the latent
resistant cases, asymptomatic as such, dominate the
diseased ones, this scenario does not diminish its un-
wished implications, since the pool of infected indi-
viduals constitutes always a reservoir for the disease,
and these people may always develop the full disease
in their lifetimes.

5 Discussion

In classical deterministic epidemiological models for
the transmission dynamics of an infectious disease
there is a threshold behavior, with either a disease-free
equilibrium or an endemic equilibrium approached by
the solutions. However, as shown in the model (1), if
there is a constant flow of infected into the population,
it is not possible to have a disease-free equilibrium.
There is always an endemic equilibrium approached
by all solutions and the disease remain in the popula-
tion at an endemic level.

We can reduce the prevalence of the disease by
considering the immigration of infected individuals
proportional to the number of people that are al-
ready infectious (TB diseased individuals) as shown
in model (10). The prevalence of the disease can be
reduced by decreasing the probability that treatment
failure can occurs (increasing

? � and
? � ).
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Figure 8: Model with linear immigration: evolution
of the disease, drug-resistant population, 	�
 � . Top to
bottom, the curves are for the parameter values

? � 4? �ì4þ� , ? �]4 ? �ì4�� ; ? �J4±�c}¶�*ç�ë , ? �ì4±�c}Ìí�ë ;? � 4:��}¶� , ? � 4:��}¶� .
Figure 8 shows that even if all drug-resistant cases

were treated (
? � 4t� and

? � 4Ü� ), the disease re-
mains endemically in the population. To eradicate the
disease from the population is necessary to decrease
the probability that the treatment failure occurs during
the treatment of a drug-sensitive case, i.e. we need to
decrease ) . Figure 9 describes the profile of the drug-
resistant population, 	�
 � , with decreasing values of)�4:��rL�c}ÌëWrL� from top to bottom.

Finally, in Figure 10 we show a further possible
scenario worse that that of Figure 7 in which for the
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Figure 9: Model with linear immigration: drug-
resistant population, 	v
 � . The curves correspond to)�4:��rL�c}ÌëWrL� from top to bottom

following parameter values, indicating higher recruit-
ment rates, the disease cases would much outpass the
number of latent carriers. It is obtained via the follow-
ing parameter values, G�4ß�c}¶�&�éè*ê , �D4ß�c}¶�*ç�ë , $4ì� ,>�4ß�c}Ìë , H�4]�c}¶���&� , Ih4E�c}Ìç , ){4E�c}¶�*ë , ? �+4ß�c}¶�*ç�ë ,�M4J�c}¶�*ë , ? �[4J�c}Ìí�ë , ö �y4z�c}Ìç�ñ ö �-4J�c} Á��éë .

Common to both models presented here (1) and
(10) is the assumption of ignoring the class of suscep-
tible individuals. This is reasonable if we assume it
to be a large basin, among which the ”infected” can
pick up their new recruits. We have concentrated in-
stead on the way the infected move from the classes
of latent to diseased, and possibly back upon success-
ful treatment, or toward acute stages of the disease
for drug resistant cases due to improper, incomplete
or ineffective healing measures. Our conclusions give
conditions for which the disease remain endemic, and
a conjecture for disease eradication.

6 Conclusions

In epidemiology, measures for prophilaxis of infec-
tious diseases are taken often using mathematical
methods and statistical tools to evaluate possible fu-
ture scenarios of the evolution of transmissible dis-
eases. For instance, design of systems to monitor
patients are presented and discussed in several situ-
ations, such as [1, 10, 15, 16, 22]. Also, evaluation of
biological data for clinical purposes are investigated in
[9]. The basic reproduction number discussed in [13]
is an important quantity to assess the future evolution
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Figure 10: Model with linear immigration: scenario
with disease cases much outnumbering the latent car-
riers

of infections spreading in a population, where individ-
uals interact and by contact the disease is trasmitted
from a generally asymptomatic carrier to a susceptible
individual. This basic reproduction number is related
to the incidence rate of the disease and allows to deter-
mine under which conditions the epidemics possibly
vanishes. On this basis the World Health Organization
in 1980 discontinued the vaccination against small-
pox, since this century-long virulent disease could be
assessed to be worldwide extinguished. In these con-
siderations, the risk factors evaluation plays always an
essential role also for other diseases which carry rele-
vant costs for the community, [28].

The considerations presented in this paper are to
be understood along the same lines, as theoretical
tools to help in the fight against this disease, which
has caused much damage in the past, and with the em-
ployment of modern medical treatments seemed to be
eradicated, for which however in recent years a re-
crudescence has unfortunately been observed. An un-
derstanding of its causes may therefore help in future
epidemiological policies.
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